
Llyn bouldering - Uwchmynydd 



Porth Ysgo Talfarach 

Neffoedd 



Parking –  
Porth Meudwy 

Hen Borth 

Pilgrim’s Way 

Pen y Cil 

About 30 mins walk 
along coastal path… 

Make sure the tide is 
low water +/- 3 hours 



1 From Ug with Love 6A+ *  
SDS on arête then right on spaced holds on 
right wall. 6A stand. [Mat Perrier 30.03.18]  

2 Christina Aquaterra 6C **  
SDS then up arête. [Pete Robins 30.03.18] 

3 Heads, shoulders, kneebars, toes 6C **   
SDS layback up to jugs then knee-bar right into 
Christina Aquaterra. [Dan McManus 30.03.18]  

4 McMan Ass 6B ***  
SDS layback up to jugs then straight up. 
[Pete Robins 30.03.18]  

5 Marlin Munroe 6C+ ! ***  
The crack using holds out right. The blinkered 
direct is 7A. [D Fidler/ direct: Robins 30.03.18] 

6 Shakira 7B+ !! ***  
The corner...Yikes! [Dan McManus 30.03.18] 

7 All Piez on me 6B+ ! ***  
From standing, awkwardly gain the high groove. 
[Pete Robins 30.03.18]  

8 Vinegarête 7C+ *** 
The hanging arête. [Pete Robins 04.05.18] 

9 Looser Cruiser 7B+ ** 
Trav R-to-L to Marlin Munroe finish. The left 
wall is 7A and the right 7B. [P Robins 15.04.18] 
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Hen Borth (continued…) 

About 50 m south of the Shakira 
corner is a wall: 

10 Lurpac Shakur 6C **  
SDS up to finger flake. 6A from stand. 
[Pete Robins 30.03.18]  

11 Fleetwood Mackerel 6B+ 
SDS on crimps to lock up to second 
break. [Pete Robins 15.04.18]  

There are also some nice one-movers 
further along the platform, including a 
mini arête and a mini corner. 10 
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12 Pilgrim’s Way 7C *** 

The lone leaning arête. From standing, layback up the steep left side 
using slopey sidpulls on the right side. [Pete Robins 01.18]  

Hen Borth 

Pilgrim’s Way 

Pen y Cil 



Pen y Cil 
Beautiful walls right at the tip of the peninsula, with an 
end of the world feel about the place. The rock is 
mostly great but the problems can be high. Although 
kind of non-tidal, the seas can be wild and crash or 
spray in. 

Bottom Tier walls: 

1 Rockover without a cause 6C ** 
Far left line from SDS in niche. Finish either out left on 
slab or up right via big moves.  
[Pete Robins 03.02.2018] 

2 Eternal sunshine of the spotless climb 6C ! ** 
The arête to the right of Rockover… from SDS, with a 
high finish. Very good.  
[Pete Robins 03.02.2018] 

Eternal sunshine of the spotless climb 

Rockover without 
a cause 



Upper Bloc: 

3 Dyno Another Day 6A+ ! ** 
The left arête.  
[Pete Robins 03.02.2018] 

4 Vertigo 6B ! *** 
The central line. Lovely.  
[Pete Robins 03.02.2018] 

5 Honey I shrunk the Crimps 6B! ** 
The left groove has a committing 
finish. [Pete Robins 03.02.2018] 

6 Bill is Dead 6C+/7A * 
Intense low level right-to-left 
traverse of the Vertigo wall. Pull 
on at the right arête.  
[Si Panton 14.01.18] 



Upper tier, right hand section: 

7 My Kind of Andy 5B 

Steep flake line at right side of wall. No bridging 
to the right. [Charlie Panton 14.01.18] 

8 Giddy on the Ciggies 5C * 

The slight groove/ crack feature on the front 
face. [Si Panton 14.01.18] 

9 Crazy on the Craft 6A * 

Use the left arête to gain the slopey lip and 
follow this right into the top of Giddy on the 
Ciggies. [Si Panton 14.01.18] 

Further along the platform to the left (looking 
in), and down in a pit, is a nice steep little wall 
which can be climbed at about 6A+ from a SDS, 
past a finger slot. 

Crazy on the Craft 




